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Purpose: Astrocyte dysfunction is a hallmark of central nervous system injury or infection.

As a primary contributor to neurodegeneration, astrocytes are an ideal therapeutic target to

combat neurodegenerative conditions. Gene therapy has arisen as an innovative technique

that provides excellent prospect for disease intervention. Poly (lactide-co-glycolide) (PLGA)

and polyethylenimine (PEI) are polymeric nanoparticles commonly used in gene delivery,

each manifesting their own set of advantages and disadvantages. As a clinically approved

polymer by the Federal Drug Administration, well characterized for its biodegradability and

biocompatibility, PLGA-based nanoparticles (PLGA-NPs) are appealing for translational

gene delivery systems. However, our investigations revealed PLGA-NPs were ineffective

at facilitating exogenous gene expression in primary human astrocytes, despite their success

in other cell lines. Furthermore, PEI polymers illustrate high delivery efficiency but induce

cytotoxicity. The purpose of this study is to develop viable and biocompatible NPsystem for

astrocyte-targeted gene therapy.

Materials and Methods: Successful gene expression by PLGA-NPs alone or in combina-

tion with arginine-modified PEI polymers (AnPn) was assessed by a luciferase reporter gene

encapsulated in PLGA-NPs. Cytoplasmic release and nuclear localization of DNA were

investigated using fluorescent confocal imaging with YOYO-labeled plasmid DNA

(pDNA). NP-mediated cytotoxicity was assessed via lactate dehydrogenase in primary

human astrocytes and neurons.

Results: Confocal imaging of YOYO-labeled pDNA confirmed PLGA-NPs delivered

pDNA to the cytoplasm in a dose and time-dependent manner. However, co-staining revealed

pDNA delivered by PLGA-NPs did not localize to the nucleus. The addition of AnPn
significantly improved nuclear localization of pDNA and successfully achieved gene expres-

sion in primary human astrocytes. Moreover, these formulations were biocompatible with

both astrocytes and neurons.

Conclusion: By co-transfecting two polymeric NPs, we developed an improved system for

gene delivery and expression in primary human astrocytes. These findings provide a basis for

a biocompatible and clinically translatable method to regulate astrocyte function during

neurodegenerative diseases and disorders.
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Plain Language Summary
Astrocytes are one of the most abundant cells in the brain and provide critical support for

neuronal function and survival. During conditions of neurodegeneration, astrocytes can

switch from being neuroprotective to become neurotoxic. This role change is a key
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characteristic in the development and severity of central nervous

system (CNS) pathologies. Gene therapy intervenes at a DNA

level to regulate astrocytes by restoring neuroprotective functions

and/or reversing neurotoxicity. Successful gene therapy methods

must be safe for neuronal cells and effective at delivering a gene

of interest to the target cell. Here, we combined two polymeric

nanoparticle (NP) systems with opposing advantages and disad-

vantages to improve gene delivery, toxicity and expression in

astrocytes. Enhanced gene expression was achieved by increas-

ing intracellular and nuclear delivery, without inducing toxicity

to astrocytes or neurons. This study addresses a critical challenge

of gene delivery to primary human astrocytes and demonstrates

how a co-polymer NP formulation can improve gene therapy to

these neural cells. In addition, these findings describe an

enhanced method that can be used to better study and/or treat

astrocyte-mediated neurotoxicity during CNS pathologies.

Introduction
Astrocytes are the most numerous glial cells in the brain

and are integral in maintaining blood-brain barrier (BBB)

integrity, central nervous system (CNS) homeostasis, and

synaptic transmission. Following CNS injury, astrocytes

often undergo a shift in their gene expression exhibiting

an “activated” or “inflammatory” phenotype contributing

to and exacerbating CNS pathologies.1 Gene therapy

allows for molecular intervention to regulate astrocyte

function to either restore a neuroprotective or reverse

a neurotoxic phenotype.2 Polymeric NPs are advantageous

for gene delivery due to their low immunogenicity, high

biocompatibility, versatility, and protection against periph-

eral and intracellular degradation of the encapsulated

nucleic acids.2–5

Poly (lactide-co-glycolide) polymers (PLGA) and

polyethylenimine (PEI) are two extensively investigated

polymers for drug/gene delivery applications. Well

regarded for their biocompatibility and sustained release,

PLGA-NPs are biodegradable and easily metabolized by

the citric acid cycle.3,6 Furthermore, PLGA polymers have

been approved by the Federal Drug Administration (FDA)

for therapeutic applications since 1969 making them pre-

ferred NP candidates for clinically translatable gene

delivery.6–8 However, our studies have revealed PLGA-

based NPs encapsulating plasmid DNA (pDNA) as an

inefficient gene delivery system to human astrocytes,

although these have been shown to transfect other cell

lines.9–11 On the other hand, PEI-based polymers are

often recognized as the most efficient cationic polymer to

date, establishing efficient gene delivery and expression by

enhancing intracellular trafficking.5,12,13 However, clinical

trials with PEI failed to progress due to a high induction of

cytotoxicity given its high positive surface charge.8 More

recently, attempts were made to reduce PEI-associated

toxicity by surface modifications. In this context, our col-

laborative work reported novel arginine-modified, poly-

ethylene glycol-stabilized PEI polyplex as a less

cytotoxic alternative with the ability to further enhance

cellular uptake of pDNA and small interfering RNA.14–16

Finding an effective and biocompatible delivery system

to regulate astrocyte function is of great importance to

restore CNS homeostasis during neurological diseases and

disorders. The current study sought a NP gene delivery

method for astrocytes using FDA-approved PLGA poly-

mers. Our investigations identified an unanticipated limita-

tion of PLGA-NPs in their ability to effectively deliver and

facilitate exogenous gene expression in astrocytes. By com-

bining transfection with arginine-modified PEI-based poly-

mers (AnPn), we resolved PLGA-NP-mediated gene

delivery to astrocytes while ensuring biocompatibility in

both astrocytes and neurons. These findings propose an

improved method for polymeric-NP gene therapy to astro-

cytes which is able to enhance NP uptake, pDNA nuclear

localization, and gene expression efficacy.

Materials and Methods
Tissue Culture and Isolation
Human Embryonic Kidney 293 T cells (HEKs) were

obtained from the American Type Culture Collection

(Manassas, VA, USA) and frozen at P4 according to

their cryopreservation procedures. HEKs were sub-

cultured and plated at 100,000 cells/well for 24 hours

prior to transfection. Primary human astrocytes and neu-

rons were harvested from brain tissues provided by the

Birth Defects Research Laboratory, University of

Washington as previously described.15,17 Tissues were

collected from first and early second trimester specimens

with written informed consent from the donors, in full

compliance with federal laws and the ethical guidelines

of the National Institutes of Health and the Declaration of

Helsinki. These studies were approved by the University

of Washington IRB and the North Texas Regional IRB at

the University of North Texas Health Science Center.

Astrocytes were plated 24 hours before transfection at

150,000 cells/well in 48-well plates for cytotoxicity and

gene expression assays, and at 100,000 cells/well in either

48-well plates or 24-well glass-bottom plates for
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fluorescent and confocal imaging, respectively. Neurons

were plated on poly-d-lysine-coated plates for two to

four weeks before transfection at 100,000 cells/well in 48-

well plates. Additional cell culture/donor information is

listed in Table 1.

NP Gene Delivery
Lyophilized PLGA-based NPs encapsulating luciferase

pDNA (PLGA/pDNA-NPs) and A5P10 polymers were

received from the lab of Dr. Vinod Labhasetwar in the

Department of Biomedical Engineering, Lerner Research

Institute, Cleveland Clinic, Cleveland, OH, USA and stored

at −20°C. Synthesis and characterization of PLGA/pDNA-

NPs11 and AnPn polymers15 were described previously. For

co-polymer gene delivery, PLGA/pDNA-NPs were first

resuspended in PBS to 2 μg/μL with water-bath sonication

for five minutes. The A5P10 polymers were separately resus-

pended to 1 μg/μL in PBS. Co-polymer transfection solu-

tions were prepared by diluting each stock into fresh media

to the desired concentrations, pipetting to mix and then fully

exchanging culture media with the prepared solutions. We

did not manipulate or induce any physicochemical process

that would alter the structure of polymers. Each transfection

condition was carried out in triplicate wells with PLGA/

pDNA-NPs (60 or 120 μg/well), A5P10 (1 or 2 μg/well), and

luciferase pDNA (1 μg/well) when indicated, for six hours

to six days before analysis. Luciferase was used as

a reporter gene to assess gene expression. For NP charac-

terization (Table 2), PLGA/pDNA-NPs were resuspended

and measured at 500 μg/mL using Zetasizer Nano Series

(Malvern Panalytical Ltd., United Kingdom). A5P10 (1 μg/

μL) was added at the indicated ratios in molecular grade

water for characterization of co-polymer conditions

(PLGA/pDNA+A5P10). The highest concentration of

A5P10 used was 16.66 μg/mL (for 30:1), which was also

used for A5P10 alone measurements.

Gene Expression
Based on the expression profiles of PLGA/pDNA-NPs6–8,11

and AnPn/pDNA-NPs,
15 gene expression was measured via

luciferase assay 48 hours post-transfection. Cells were lysed

in 1x passive lysis buffer for 20 minutes then measured in

duplicated determinations for rapid detection of firefly luci-

ferase activity according to the manufacturer’s instructions

(cat. #E1500, Promega, Madison, WI, USA).

Cytotoxicity
Cytotoxicity was measured via lactate dehydrogenase

(LDH) assay 48 hours post-transfection. Duplicate collec-

tions of 50 μL of supernatant per well were incubated 1:1

with LDH reaction buffer from Cytotoxicity Detection Kit

Table 1 Cell/Donor Information

Cell Culture Type Donor Number Gestational Age Sex Passage/Week in Culture Expt./Fig. #

Human Embryonic Kidney 293 N/A N/A N/A P42 Figure 1A

Primary Human Astrocytes #1 105 d Male P5 Figures 1A and 3A–C

#2 117 d Male P5 Figure 1B

#3 96 d Female P3 Figure 2A and B

#4 122 d Female P2 Figure 2A and B

#5 105 d Female P4 Figure 2A and B

#6 125 d Female P4 Figure 2A and B

Primary Human Neurons #1 57 d Female W3 Figure 2C

#2 76 d Male W4 Figure 2C

#3 77 d Female W3 Figure 2C

Table 2 NP Characterization

Construct Size (nm) Polydispersity

Index

Zeta

Potential

(mV)

A5P10 alone 155.8 ± 6.2 0.28 ± 0.05 7.72 ± 2.93

PLGA/pDNA-

NPs

331.6 ± 20.5 0.39 ± 0.04 −2.59 ± 0.26

PLGA/pDNA +

A5P10 (120:1)

361.6 ± 22.6 0.44 ± 0.03 −1.67 ± 0.12

PLGA/pDNA +

A5P10 (60:1)

342.4 ± 6.3 0.38 ± 0.02 −1.09 ± 0.06

PLGA/pDNA +

A5P10 (30:1)

344.5 ± 7.0 0.42 ± 0.03 −0.69 ± 0.40
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(#11644793001, Sigma Aldrich, St. Louis, MO, USA) for

25 minutes (astrocytes) or 45–60 minutes (neurons) in the

dark. Absorbance was read at 490 nm with background

correction at 650 nm.

Live Cell Imaging
Cells were imaged in 1x ProLong Live Antifade Reagent

(cat. # P36975, ThermoFisher, Waltham, MA, USA) in

Hanks Balanced Salt Solution at 6, 24, 48, or 96 hours

post-transfection with luciferase pDNA labeled with

YOYO fluorescent dye.14 Fluorescent images were

acquired with 40X objective with Nikon Eclipse Ti-4

using the NIS-Elements BR 3.2 software (Nikon,

Melville, NY, USA). Cells analyzed for colocalization

were incubated for 10–30 minutes with Hoechst nuclear

dye (cat. # H1399, ThermoFisher) prior to confocal ima-

ging. Z-stack images were taken at 40x magnification with

excitation and emission at 491/509 nm for YOYO and

350/461 nm for Hoechst. Colocalization coefficients were

obtained via LSM 510 Meta Zeiss colocalization tool after

adjusting to maximum fluorescent intensity projection

(Zeiss, Germany).

Statistical Significance
Due to high genetic variation among primary brain tissue

cultures, similar trends in three or more donors were

considered biologically significant for statistical evalua-

tion. One-way ANOVA was used to analyze LDH and

colocalization coefficients, and two-way ANOVA was

used for luciferase activity. Tukey’s multiple comparisons

post hoc test was used to determine significance between

transfection groups. P values equal to or less than 0.05

were considered statistically significant.

Results
PLGA-Mediated Gene Delivery to

Primary Human Astrocytes
Our previous collaborative work reported safe and effective

protein delivery to primary neural cells including astrocytes

and neurons using PLGA-NPs.18,19 Similarly, preliminary

studies also indicated that PLGA-NP can effectively deliver

and express reporter pDNA in HEKs and immortalized

human astrocytes (data not shown). Therefore, the potential

of PLGA/pDNA-NPs for gene delivery to human astrocytes

was investigated using pDNA encoding a luciferase reporter

gene. HEKs were used as a positive control for PLGA/

pDNA-NP-mediated gene delivery. Astrocytes and HEKs

were treated with PLGA/pDNA-NPs (120 µg) for 2, 3, and

6 days followed by a luciferase expression assay. Luciferase

expression increased in a time-dependent manner in HEKs

but failed to express luciferase in astrocytes at all tested

time points (Figure 1A). To determine if PLGA/pDNA-NPs

were able to cross the plasma membrane in astrocytes,

YOYO-labeled luciferase pDNA (YOYO-pDNA) encapsu-

lated in PLGA-NPs were treated at 60 or 120 µg then

imaged at 6, 24, 48, and 96 hours using live cell fluorescent

microscopy. YOYO fluorescence increased in a time-

dependent manner with no obvious differences between

concentrations (Figure 1B). These findings confirmed

PLGA-NPs with encapsulated pDNA were internalized by

astrocytes, suggesting that a possible intracellular mechan-

ism was preventing successful gene expression.

Gene Delivery and Biocompatibility of

PLGA/pDNA+A5P10 Co-Transfection
We recently identified AnPn as an effective gene delivery

system to primary human astrocytes and neurons. Among

the six AnPn constructs and four concentrations tested,

A5P10 polymers at 1–2 µg/well were chosen for the current

investigations based on their overall transfection efficiency

and cytocompatibility.15 Optimizing a gene delivery sys-

tem employing PLGA/pDNA-NPs targeting astrocytes

could promote clinical translation as PLGA is an FDA-

approved polymer and provides additional therapeutic ben-

efits such as biodegradability and sustainability.6–8,11 We

hypothesized that by combining A5P10 polymers with

PLGA/pDNA-NP transfection, we could improve PLGA/

pDNA-NP-mediated intracellular trafficking of pDNA and

subsequent gene expression in astrocytes. Characterization

of PLGA/pDNA-NPs and A5P10, alone and in combina-

tion, is illustrated in Table 2. Slight increases in NP size

and modest decreases in Zeta Potential indicate minimal

changes to PLGA/pDNA-NP construct when combined

with A5P10. Astrocytes were treated with PLGA/pDNA-

NPs (60 or 120 µg) harboring luciferase reporter gene

alone or in combination with A5P10 polymer (1 or 2 µg)

for 48 hours. Co-transfection of PLGA/pDNA-NPs with

A5P10 significantly enhanced luciferase activity compared

to PLGA/pDNA-NPs alone (Figure 2A, p<0.001). This

phenomenon increased with A5P10 concentration, high-

lighting A5P10 as a key factor facilitating gene expression

in astrocytes during co-transfection. This same trend was

evident with two additional arginine-modified PEI con-

structs (A1P10 and A5P50) (data not shown).
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Biocompatibility of the integrated delivery system was

measured in both primary human astrocytes and neurons by

measuring LDH activity as an indicator of cytotoxicity.

There was a marginal increase in astrocyte toxicity with

PLGA/pDNA-NPs (120 µg) transfection alone, while co-

transfection paradigms were more comparable to control

(Figure 2B). Cytotoxicity in primary neurons was signifi-

cantly induced by A5P10 (2 µg) alone but was abrogated

when co-treated with PLGA/pDNA-NPs (Figure 2C,

p<0.01). Altogether, these data supportthe combination of

PLGA/pDNA-NPs with A5P10 as an efficient and biocompa-

tible method for gene delivery to primary human astrocytes.

Intracellular Delivery of YOYO-pDNA by

PLGA/pDNA+A5P10 Co-Transfection
To ascertain howA5P10 enhanced PLGA/pDNA-NP-mediated

gene delivery and expression, the nuclei of live astrocyteswere

labeled with Hoechst at 24 hours post-transfection with

YOYO-pDNA. Z-stack images were then acquired using con-

focal microscopy followed by colocalization analysis (Figure

3A and B). PLGA/pDNA-NPs encapsulating YOYO-pDNA

(60 or 120 µg) were transfected alone or in combination with

A5P10 polymers (2 µg). YOYO-pDNA delivered by A5P10
were used as a positive control. Compared to PLGA/pDNA-

NP delivery alone, co-transfection with A5P10 resulted in

Figure 2 Co-transfection of PLGA/pDNA-NPs with A5P10 established an efficient and biocompatible mechanism for astrocyte gene therapy. Primary human astrocytes

(A and B) or neurons (C) were treated with luciferase pDNA encapsulated in PLGA-NPs (60 or 120 µg) alone or with A5P10 polymer (1 or 2 µg) for 48 hours. (A)

Luciferase activity was quantified using luciferase expression assay. The x-axis was broken to indicate the scale in luciferase activity, ie, bottom (0–1 RLU x 104) and the top

(10–200 RLU x 104). Statistical significance was determined via two-way ANOVA and Tukey’s post hoc test. (B and C) Cytotoxicity was measured by LDH assay and

normalized to control for each donor. Data represent mean ± SEM in 3–4 donors. Statistical significance was determined via one-way ANOVA followed by Tukey’s post hoc

(**p<0.01, ***p<0.001).

Figure 1 PLGA/pDNA-NPs were taken up by astrocytes but failed to facilitate exogenous gene expression. Luciferase reporter pDNA encapsulated in PLGA-NPs was used

to assess PLGA-mediated gene delivery (A). HEKs or primary human astrocytes were treated with 120 µg PLGA/pDNA-NPs for 2, 3, and 6 days. Luciferase reporter assay

was used to verify exogenous gene expression. Data are graphed as mean ± SD from a representative experiment with duplicated measurements from triplicate wells. Two

additional experiments illustrated the same trend. (B) Primary human astrocytes were treated with YOYO-pDNA encapsulated in PLGA-NPs (60 or 120 µg) and imaged at

6, 24, 48 and 96 hours using fluorescent microscopy to gauge PLGA-NP-mediated pDNA delivery to the cytoplasm.
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a five-fold increase in the total intracellular YOYO-pDNA

(Figure 3C, p<0.001) as well as nuclear localization (Figure

3D, p<0.01). These findings demonstrate A5P10 enhanced

PLGA/pDNA-NP-mediated uptake, trafficking, and nuclear

delivery of pDNA to human astrocytes.

Discussion
Establishing an effective and biocompatible gene delivery

system to astrocytes provides a promising prospect for

medical interventions against debilitating neurological dis-

eases and disorders. As PLGA is an FDA-approved poly-

mer, PLGA/pDNA-NPs are favorable for clinical

translation and have additional therapeutic advantages

such as biodegradability and sustained release.6–8,11

However, our studies identified an unexpected limitation

in PLGA/pDNA-NP-mediated gene delivery to primary

human astrocytes despite success in other cell lines.9–11

By co-transfecting PLGA/pDNA-NPs with A5P10, we

were able to significantly enhance gene expression in

astrocytes by increasing NP uptake and pDNA nuclear

localization while maintaining biocompatibility in both

astrocytes and neurons. To our knowledge, our study is

the first to investigate PLGA-PEI co-polymer gene deliv-

ery in primary human cells, as well as, to validate

enhanced nuclear localization of pDNA as a mediating

mechanism.

It is well established that a fundamental benefit of

PLGA-NPs as a gene delivery system is sustained

Figure 3 A5P10 increased PLGA/pDNA-NP-mediated uptake, intracellular trafficking, and nuclear delivery of pDNA. Primary human astrocytes were treated with PLGA/

pDNA-NPs (60 or 120 µg) alone or in combination with 2 µg A5P10 for 24 hours. A5P10 coupled with YOYO-pDNA was used as a positive control. Confocal images (A) and

colocalization analysis (B) were achieved using YOYO-pDNA and Hoechst nuclear dye. White arrows indicate YOYO and Hoechst colocalization. Scatter regions 1 and 2

depict pixels for YOYO and Hoechst channels, respectively, and scatter region 3 determines the pixels colocalizing between the two channels. (C) Graphs report mean ± SD

for calculated total YOYO pixels divided by total pixels per image and (D) weighted colocalization coefficients in relation to total Hoechst pixels per image from a minimum

of 8–10 images of triplicate wells per condition. Statistical significance was determined via one-way ANOVA followed by Tukey’s post hoc test (**p<0.01, ***p<0.001).
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expression of the cargo for up to a week.6–8,11 For both

PLGA/pDNA-NPs6–8,11 and AnPn/pDNA-NPs,
15 expres-

sion was measurable at 48 hours following exposure.

Thus, this report focused on a 48-hour timepoint for gene

expression assessment. However, our previous investiga-

tions characterizing PLGA/pDNA-NPs demonstrate that

although most DNA release occurs in the first week, it

has been quantified up to 15 days post-treatment.11 While

the DNA release kinetics have not been evaluated for AnPn
/pDNA-NPs, we have reported detectable levels of gene

expression through seven days.14,15 In this context, we

expect the PLGA/pDNA+A5P10 to have similar gene

expression kinetics in astrocytes and perhaps even

improve upon the sustained expression achieved by either

polymer alone.

Other NP studies have also explored the integration of

PLGA-PEI constructs due to their complementary advan-

tages and disadvantages. Consistent with our findings, these

studies reported improved delivery and/or decreased cyto-

toxicity compared to PLGA-NPs or PEI alone.20–23 Our

investigations provide further novelty with the application

of arginine-modified PEI, which are not only significantly

more biocompatible than unmodified PEI but also augment

NP uptake and subsequent gene expression.14,15 Thus, the

arginine additions of A5P10 could be a fundamental factor

increasing cell entry of PLGA/pDNA-NPs during co-

transfection. Moreover, PEI is known to increase chloride

concentrations to induce endosomal swelling and promote

endolysosomal escape; thus, as a PEI derivative, A5P10 may

be enhancing intracellular pDNA survival.5,12,13

Figure 4 Obstacles for gene delivery to CNS. A successful gene delivery system to the CNS must achieve optimal trafficking and survival in the periphery including stability

in circulation and evasion of the immune system. A critical dilemma for these constructs is bypassing the BBB in order to reach the tissue or cell of interest. Ensuring

specificity is also of heightened importance for gene therapy applications. Once targeting is accomplished, delivery systems must overcome a variety of obstacles for

intracellular trafficking including uptake, endolysosomal escape, nuclear entry, DNA release, and finally, expression of the therapeutic target. Moreover, systemic

biocompatibility is an essential objective. Our report demonstrates (solid lines) PLGA/pDNA+A5P10 was able to facilitate enhanced uptake and intracellular trafficking

(Figure 3C), nuclear entry of pDNA (Figure 3D), and exogenous gene expression (Figure 2A) while maintaining biocompatibility in astrocytes and neurons (Figure 2B and C).

To translate this system for successful gene therapy, additional investigations are warranted to determine the potential of PLGA/pDNA+A5P10 to overcome the remaining

barriers and to further elucidate the intracellular mechanisms mediating PLGA/pDNA+A5P10 optimization (dashed lines). (Created with BioRender.com).
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These characteristics of A5P10 rationalize the likely

mechanisms driving the elevated pDNA presence in the cyto-

plasm of astrocytes. However, they do not explain how co-

transfection promoted nuclear localization of pDNA, which

remains a critical rate-limiting step and largely an enigmatic

phenomenon for gene delivery systems.5,24-26 Others have

proposed methods to overcome this limitation including the

addition of nuclear localization sequences, characterized by

positively charged basic amino acids (lysine, arginine, histi-

dine), to the NP composition.5,24,25,27 In this context, the argi-

nine residues onA5P10may be promoting nuclear proximity or

even assisting with nuclear entry.14 Moreover, the released

pDNA is likely condensed by the positive charge of A5P10 in

the cytoplasm prior to its transport to the nucleus. These find-

ings provide a novel strategy to enhance nuclear entry of

pDNA to optimize polymeric NP gene therapy systems.

Conclusion
A successful gene delivery system must overcome a series

of obstacles which are described in Figure 4. Our findings

(solid lines) identify an improved method that enhanced

NP uptake, pDNA nuclear trafficking, and exogenous gene

expression in astrocytes. Furthermore, PLGA-A5P10-

mediated delivery was cytocompatible with primary

human astrocytes and neurons, which supports safe

in vivo translation of this NP delivery system. However,

further studies are warranted to establish whether this

system is capable of overcoming the remaining obstacles

for astrocyte gene therapy (dotted lines), such as BBB

permissibility, astrocyte specificity, sustainability, and

in vivo biocompatibility. Several studies describe poly-

meric NP surface modifications that could help eliminate

cytotoxicity and/or enhance BBB permissibility such as

coating with silica, polyethylene glycol, or a ligand for

BBB receptor targeting.6,23,28,29 Direct brain injection of

PLGA-based NPs combined with AnPn is also an option.

Furthermore, to accommodate astrocyte specificity, we

recently reported the application of an astrocyte-specific

protein promoter, glial fibrillary acid protein, to restrict

expression of therapeutic genes.15 Moving forward, our

findings offer an innovative avenue for astrocyte-targeted

gene therapy and harbor the potential to optimize other

therapeutic gene delivery systems.
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